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Adria Renee is a graduate student,

consumed by tiny details, explore the

designer, award-winning geek

intersections of fashion and fandom,

couturier, and all-around fan girl from

geek out over historical fashions, bite

San Diego, CA. Raised in a household

off way more than she should be able

of strong and artistic women, she has

to chew, and spend all her time

always found power in all things

researching and creating looks inspired

beautiful and feminine. Consequently,

by her favorite properties. For Adria,

she has always been comfortable

fashion is the ultimate tool of

owning the fact that she is an

empowerment and self-expression and

unabashed girly-girl and liked to play

she is always looking for the

dress up for far longer than was

opportunity to create pieces that

socially acceptable (aka she’s still

celebrate the spirit of fandom and pop

playing dress up).Nowadays, she likes

culture in styles that are classic and

to make pretty things and spend hours

elevated.

GET TO KNOW MY STYLE

it's all in
the deets

STRIKING
VISUALS
Adria Renee is well known for her
ability to translate powerful images to
wearable pieces by looking at them
through a high fashion lens;
integrating couture treatments like
the feathed "salt" plumes above. She
is drawn to classic silhouettes that are
timeless and enduring, much like our
favorite fandoms.

FINE
EMBROIDERY
Skilled in a number of couture
embellishment techniques, Adria loves
to incorporate fine details into her
work by using various hand and
tambour beading and embroidery
skills. Her signature appliqué work is
featured across many of her original
pieces and accessories, like the
Jurassic Park inspired piece above.

GET TO KNOW ME

Geek Couture is all
about incorporating the
things we love into our
wardrobes. Whether you
are looking for geeky
touches, full inspired
ensembles, or complete

JUDGE'S AWARD WINNER: HER UNIVERSE
FASHION SHOW 2019

styling, Adria is ready to

A five-year participant of the Her Universe Fashion

How can she help bring

Show, Adria's piece" Destination: Isla Nublar" selected

your fandom to life?

rise to the challenge.

as a winner of the Her Universe Fashion Show. Winners
collaborated with geek-fashion brand Her Universe
and Hot Topic for a collection inspired by Wonder
Woman 1984 released August 2020.

CONNECT
@ADRIA.RENEE
#CRAITAPORTER

CRAIT-A-PORTER COLLECTION
A selection of Star Wars inspired designs showcased

(619)888-1233

at Disney's biannual D23 convention, including 7

hello@adriarenee.com

designs inspired by the sequel trilogy.

www.adriarenee.com

